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What is a Software Engineer
and How Do I Become One?

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), software 
developers, quality assurance analysts and testers should 
see a 22% employment growth from 2020 to 2030. This 
rate is much faster than the national average growth 
projection for all occupations (8%). Software engineers 
typically enjoy above-average salaries as well, along with 
other corporate benefits like annual bonuses, 401Ks and 
challenging projects.

What Is a Software Engineer?

The BLS defines a software engineer as someone who 
“designs computer applications or programs.” Software 
engineers can work in just about any industry, even outside 
of tech. All types of organizations, from Disney to 
community colleges, hire software engineers to manage 
software development projects and initiatives. However, 
large tech companies like Google, Amazon, Facebook and 
LinkedIn tend to hire the highest numbers of software 
engineers.

Learn to Code

There are several paths you can take in order to do this, all 
of them with their own set of pros and cons, and the choice 

is up to you. Some go to college and earning a bachelor’s 
degree in computer science, sometimes followed by a 
master’s degree, but in recent years, employers in the tech 
space have been shifting the way they look for talent, by not 
just checking if candidates have college degrees, but  by 
assessing their coding skills regardless of their education,

The traditional way to become a software engineer is by 
earning a bachelor’s or master’s degree in computer science 
or a similar discipline. A master’s degree isn’t required to 

work as a software engineer, but it can be helpful for 
career-changers and those who want to advance their 
knowledge of the field.

A bachelor’s degree usually takes four years to complete, 
combining general education courses with courses in your 
field of study. Computer science, information technology 
and cybersecurity are all popular majors for students 
interested in becoming software engineers. Computer 
science and engineering degrees often have more extensive 
math requirements than majors like IT and cybersecurity.

Consider Obtaining a Certificate

There are hundreds of different certificates you can earn as 
a software engineer. Obtaining a certificate usually involves 
studying a particular topic in either a classroom or a 
self-paced setting. 

Gain Experience

Whether you’re looking to change careers, or you’ve just 
finished a degree, one of the best ways to find employment 
as a software engineer is to gain real-life working 
experience. Finding an internship is a great way to get 
started in a high-tech field.

You might also find a position in a related field, such as test 
engineer or technical support specialist. These roles can 
help you gain the experience you need to get a leg up in the 
software engineer job market.

A coding camp can also help you build experience. These 
online learning providers offer courses and career tracks 
that teach students different programming languages and 
data analysis skills. 

Software Engineer Bootcamps

Another great way to learn software engineering skills is by 
attending a bootcamp. With regard to price, program length 
and subject material, software engineering bootcamps are 
somewhere between a degree program and a regular 
coding camp. Coding bootcamps are not as comprehensive 
or long as degree programs, and they are more intensive 
than coding camps.

Most bootcamps post high job placement rates, according 
to RTI International’s report. Moreover, many tech 
companies endorse and recruit from coding bootcamps. If 
you graduate from a software engineering bootcamp, you 
could qualify for jobs like software engineer, web developer, 
video game developer or web designer.
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Watch Now: Claudia’s Sabio Success Story
She learned to code at Sabio, and landed a High-Paying Remote Software Engineering role at 3PL Systems, Inc.

https://sabio.la/content/public-videos/claudia-high-paying-remote-job-after-graduating-from-sabio-coding-bootcamp


Software engineers, often referred to as software 
developers, design innovative software for businesses and 
clients. From a personal banking app to a company’s project 
management workflow system, software engineers are 
behind many of the essential apps and programs that make 
business and daily life more efficient.

Companies rely on software engineers to create better 
online experiences for their employees and customers. 

Due to its reputation as one of the fastest-growing 
technology jobs today, software development was ranked 
as the #2 Best Technology Job in America for 2022 by U.S. 
News & World Report.  

Software engineering is an ever-changing profession. 
Therefore, one should adopt as new technologies are 
developed. As it has a shifting nature, there are many 
different entry points into the IT profession.
 
However, there is no single way of achieving this. Here are 
some steps to becoming a professional software engineer.

1: Be Clear About Your End Goal

Starting a new career is not easy. However, when you have 
a final destination in mind, it helps when you find and deal 
with a hurdle in your road. You should have a clear goal 
like:

I want to build my career as a software engineer
I want to work as a software engineer at an established IT 
company.
I want to work as a team member and get paid well for it.
 

2: Select A Language to Learn

Software engineering never focuses exclusively on coding. 
However, you should know at least a couple of languages, 
and a deeper understanding of how they will function. 
There is no common agreement on which languages are 
most useful.

3: Learn to Code!

You don’t need to get a college degree to launch a 
successful career in software engineering. A Coding 

Bootcamp like Sabio can equip you with all the tools you 
need to thrive in the tech industry.

4: Supplement your studies

Educational books are frequently outdated. Reference 
books are revised much slower than software is updated. 
All the education institutes provide theoretical concepts 
and ways of thinking that can be important for your 
success.

Although, how much you will get paid is being able to apply 
the knowledge of the real-world software.  

5: Read Code Written by Experienced Developers

Another useful aspect of becoming a software engineer is 
learning how to read other people’s code. You can do this 
easily by visiting sites like GitHub repositories and looking 
through documentation. 

6: Find A Community of Software Engineers

You need to find a community to learn which guide you to 
success as a software engineer. Therefore, when you are 
surrounded by a community of like-minded people, you 
have an automatic support system. A real-world software 
engineering community 

 7: Build Projects

Nothing like practical experience. You need to start building 
projects on a language you are comfortable with. By doing 

this, you not only enhance your learning but also found a 
potential employer. As you learn how to code, build 
projects, etc., you should slowly help you to build up your 
professional network. 

8: Master Your Pre-Interview Skills

Next, you need to focus on your resume as it plays a vital 
part for your hiring. You’ll need to master three things: 
resume, cover letter, and your online presence.

Hiring HR managers still look at them to get a snapshot of 
your skills and experience. Moreover, cover letters are 
needed when applying for jobs online; they’re your 
opportunity to get someone’s attention and make an 
impression.

9: Ace Your Job Interview

Finally, the time has come to face the interview. Most IT 
companies start with a screening interview, usually done 
on the internet, at home. After that, you need to face a 
phone interview. If you successfully clear both interviews, 
you’ll land the on-site interview.

Steps to Become
a Software Engineer
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Book a 10 minute
1-on-1 Chat with our 
Admissions Team

Book Now!

https://calendly.com/sabio-school-of-software-engineering/admissions-chat-to-launch-career


Coding Bootcamps are your
Ticket into a Tech Career

Coding bootcamps are often short, intensive training 
programs given online or in-person that teach practical, 
real-world coding skills and prepare graduates to enter the 
IT sector. Bootcamps frequently provide specialized training 
in a certain area of computer science, such as cybersecurity 
or data analytics. Coding bootcamps, in reality, prepare 
students for a wide range of careers, including web 
development and UX/UI design. 

Coding bootcamps teach students for a wide range of 
positions. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) predicts that 
job growth in computer and information technology (IT) 
professions would outperform that of many other 
occupations, with a rise of 11% between 2019 and 2029.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, IT jobs pay well, 
with experts earning an average of $88,240 in 2019. Keep in 
mind that pay in the computer field might vary substantially 
based on location, experience, exact function, and expertise.

Bootcamp Focus on practical skills

Coding bootcamps are designed to assist you in breaking 
into a career in technology. These classes will teach you the 
skills you’ll need for a new profession, whether it’s as a Web 
developer, game developer, cybersecurity engineer, or 

something else entirely. During a coding Bootcamp, you will 
focus on obtaining the skills you need to succeed based on 
current market trends.Bootcamp courses should help you 
master new development approaches as they become 
popular, so you can graduate job-ready. 

Bootcamps Help You Advance Your Career

While most coding bootcamps focus on technical training, 
an increasing number of them are also spending extensively 

on career assistance programs. In addition to their 
curriculum, several coding bootcamps include career 
mentoring and seminars. The career guidance you receive 
from a coach or in class will go a long way toward bridging 
the gap between Bootcamp and employment and will help 
you get your job search off to a good start.

 Bootcamps concentrate on high-demand jobs

Coding bootcamps primarily provide training to fulfill the 
needs of employers. If you graduate from a Bootcamp, you 
may expect to earn a high income and have a better work 
outlook. Web developers make around $68,500 per year, 
whereas Data Scientists make around $113,300, according 
to Glassdoor. That’s not all: IT jobs are in high demand, so 
you should have no problem finding one that suits your 
needs once you graduate. 

These are just three of the numerous advantages of 
attending a coding Bootcamp. 

Between January and June 2019, 46 coding bootcamps 
reported that roughly 79 percent of graduates were 
working in the sector 180 days after graduation. 
Employment rates vary depending on the Bootcamp and 
the job market at the time of the job search. For example, 
180 days after graduation. According to a 2017 Indeed poll, 
84 percent of employers think Bootcamp grads are equally 

as qualified for employment as those with computer 
science degrees, if not more so. 

The income of Bootcamp alumni is influenced by a variety 
of factors, including experience, technical expertise, and 
geography.Prior job experience may help an individual earn 
a better salary. 

Salaries can also differ depending on the Bootcamp career 
path. Each specialty has its average wage range. According 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the typical annual 
compensation for a web developer or digital designer in 
2019 was $73,760. Data scientists, on the other hand, made 
$94,280 and software developers made $107,510. The 
outcomes of bootcamps frequently reflect these variations.
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https://sabio.la/content/public-videos/caseys-sabio-success-story
https://calendly.com/sabio-school-of-software-engineering/admissions-chat-to-launch-career


The demand for individuals who can build functional code is 
increasing as automation and application play an integral 
role in business. There are numerous positions available for 
a computer programmer illustrating an increasing job 
market that reflects across the entire world.

Still, when deciding on a potential professional and career 
path in the IT industry, it's critical to research various 
options and work expectations.

Computer programmers' work is to code software and 
other applications to fulfill the needs of employers and 
clients. By learning more about what being a computer 
programmer involves and the type of work they do, you can 
make an informed decision about whether to pursue a 
career as a computer programmer. 

This article explores a typical day in the life of a computer 
programmer, job responsibilities, how many hours they 
work, and additional information about how they get paid 
and the work environment.     

What is a Typical Day in the Life of a Computer 
Programmer?

Computer programmers write codes that allow applications 
and software programs to run. Just like an employer tells a 
worker what to do, a programmer tells the computer what 
to do.

Basically, programmers write directions in Java, Python, 
C++ or any other language, and the computer then follows 

the detailed instructions. In most cases, a computer 
programmer's work starts when an engineer or a software 
developer delivers design specifications for a particular 
program.

Programming is a detailed job and usually requires fluency 
in several computer languages. Projects can be short, 
needing only a few days of coding, or they can be very long, 
demanding up to a year or more to write. And because 
programmers spend a significant amount of time alone, in 
front of a computer, most of them take advantage of 
telecommuting as a perk.

While the job can be stressful and demanding, computer 
programmers are compensated well for any stress or 
anxiety they might experience.

What do computer programmers do?

As discussed, computer programmers are IT professionals 
who utilize their knowledge and expertise in programming 
languages to write, test and maintain codes that create 
software applications, databases, software programs, and 
networking systems.

Computer programmers play an essential role in the 
function of the global digital economy. Their day-to-day 
duties entail: 

• Using coding languages such as C++, Python, Java, 
and more to write programs

• Refining ideas and solving issues that arise while 
converting programs to code

• Write, test, debug, and maintain code strings for 
software and programs that instruct the computer 
to perform specific tasks like storing or retrieving 
data.

• Editing mistakes in computer code
• Updating existing software and programs
• Creating code libraries for other programmers to 

use when updating their programs
 
The duties of a computer programmer will vary depending 
on several factors. For instance, computer programmers 
typically work closely with software developers. As such, 
they may also have to participate in the program design 
process, developing models and illustrating how the 
program will work. They can also design aspects of the user 
interface and write the code for it.
 

How many hours per day do computer 
programmers work?

Typically, computer programmers spend an average of 40 
hours per week on their jobs, which narrows to eight hours 
per day, between Monday and Friday.

Programmers usually work between 9 am to 5 pm or work 
schedules comparable to typical office culture. However, 
some programmers work additional hours to finish coding, 
troubleshoot errors, meet deadlines and oversee multiple 
projects simultaneously. This might increase the work 
hours to extra 10 hours per week, making them work 
around 50 hours per week. 

In a system breakdown, computer programmers may have 
to work extra time during such extreme situations to ensure A Day In The Life

Of A Computer
Programmer

operations throughout the company continue to run 
smoothly.

Because programmers spend significant time sitting down 
while writing code, it's crucial to have the right equipment 
to prevent strain or injury. Here are examples of some 
equipment and accessories programmers often invest in:

• Blue light glasses to protect the eye from strain
• Standing desk to balance out sitting time
• Wrist wraps to safeguard against the carpal tunnel 

syndrome
• Wrist rests to support wrists when typing
• Posture supporting (ergonomic) chair to limit back 

and neck pain
 
The work they do and their efforts in their jobs make 
computer programmers highly valued.

Describing the work environment for a computer 
programmer

Computer programmers have varying work environments 
depending on the type of job or employment they pursue. 
Self-employed or remote programmers can work in various 
places, including a home office or a public workspace like a 
library, café or restaurant. In-office programmers typically 
work in an office space in the IT department of a company. 
In the office, they work alongside developers, other 
computer programmers and IT professionals to write code, 
troubleshot system errors for existing programs and create 
updates.

Regardless of their workspace, computer programmers 
work in fast-paced environments that demand them to 
meet coding deadlines and keep communicating with other 
IT specialists. Sometimes, they may also need to switch 
tasks to address software mistakes and correct them 
quickly. Computer programmers spend most of their time 
coding and participating in meetings.

How Much do Computer Programmers Make?

According to the US News, computer programmers make 
an average of $86,500 a year. The best-paid 25% make 
$112,120 and the least paid 25% make $65,760. According to 
recent census data, salary expectations for computer 
programmers are almost three times higher than the 
national average.

The relatively high salary for programmers is 
understandable considering the importance of their work. A 
company's software is key to its management resources, 
revenue and the comfort and productivity of employees.

Many crucial systems and processes depend on 
programmers, which is why the unemployment rate for 
these professionals is a low 1.4%, meaning up to 98.6% of 
computer programmers have job positions.

Still, there are many categories of programmers, and their 
duties and salaries vary significantly. The most common 
types of programmers and their salaries include:

A Systems Programmer earns an average of $89,780 a 
year,
Web Programmers, some of the highest-earning 
developers, make about $128,792 each year
Application Programmers bring in around $89,121 a year, 
and their job involves a combination of computer-hosted 
and web-based applications. 
Game Programmers earn an average of $83,479 yearly 
creating video games for companies.
 

One of the perks of being a computer programmer is easily 
tracking your contributions and what you've learned. So 
when you have to negotiate your expected salary, you have 
a lot of hard data to leverage. 

How do I Become a Computer Programmer?

If you are interested in and want to succeed as a computer 
programmer, you must have the right education. Most 
major jobs in the profession require a bachelor's degree. 
However, you may be able to find some job positions 
accepting a two-year degree or even a certificate. There are 
various online courses, coding boot camps, and 
project-based practice exercises where computer 
programmers can improve their skills at each professional 
level.

"Beyond traditional degrees, certifications are the basic 
currency of the IT professional. Fortunately and 
unfortunately, there are myriad certifications available and 
the value of each depends on where you want to 'spend' 

your currency and who will 'accept' it," Jeff Lyons,  founder 
and president of the National Association of Programmers,  
writes in an email.

Lyons is simply striking something frustrating where some 
employers aren't sure what they require when looking for a 
computer programmer. Hence, they end up demanding 
expensive and time-consuming certifications that may have 
little or no bearing on the job. To avoid this frustration, he 
recommends narrowing down your desired specialization in 
the field. Lyon also advises "soliciting advice from 
individuals in the category and environment you wish to 
work in. They are probably the best suited to tell you which 
credentials you need."

If you decide to go the four-year degree route, remember 
that universities and colleges recognized for their IT 
programs and math are the best. The good news is that you 
don't have to be knowledgeable or equipped with prior skills 
in coding or programming to earn your computer 
programming degree. The bachelor's degree program will 
gradually take you from basic to advanced skills, providing 
you with sufficient knowledge necessary to succeed in your 
career.

Another way to refine your skills while gaining job 
experience is through an internship program that attracts 
prospective employers.
Overall, computer programming is all about learning 
languages like Python, HTML, Java and C++. And just like 
any type of foreign language, it might not be easy to 
master, but it's not impossible to make gradual, major 
strides over time.

Most programmers learn every time they get to work. There 
is a limitless amount of information that computer 
programmers need to know though many of these things 
have been documented before. The best advantage of 

computer programming is that it is a career that is 
continuously and constantly developing. Programmers 
have the opportunity to learn new things, and they often 
share them widely so that others can replicate them.

With a degree in computer programming, some of the 
famous and marketable job titles to focus on, according to 
O-Net Online, include:

• Analyst Programmer
• Computer Programmer Analyst
• Application Programmer Analyst
• Web Applications Programmer
• Internet Programmer
• Web Programmer
• Java Developer

 

Key Takeaways
 
Computer programming is a fascinating industry that is still 
in its infant stages, according to Jeff Lyons. He writes, 
"When I entered the industry, the internet was a DARPA 
[Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] project and 
smartphones were not even a concept. Now, we have 
billionaires because they made it easy to search the 
internet for just about any topic we can imagine. Today, our 
very young children play with devices with more computing 
power than was available to launch all of the Apollo 
missions that landed men on the moon. Even the most 
nontechnical persons can easily utilize these devices to 
access the collective knowledge of mankind."

Therefore, with the right computer programming and 
development knowledge and skills, you can qualify to 
pursue various computer-programming-related positions 
and earn a skyrocketing salary figure. Learn more with 
Sabio.



The demand for individuals who can build functional code is 
increasing as automation and application play an integral 
role in business. There are numerous positions available for 
a computer programmer illustrating an increasing job 
market that reflects across the entire world.

Still, when deciding on a potential professional and career 
path in the IT industry, it's critical to research various 
options and work expectations.

Computer programmers' work is to code software and 
other applications to fulfill the needs of employers and 
clients. By learning more about what being a computer 
programmer involves and the type of work they do, you can 
make an informed decision about whether to pursue a 
career as a computer programmer. 

This article explores a typical day in the life of a computer 
programmer, job responsibilities, how many hours they 
work, and additional information about how they get paid 
and the work environment.     

What is a Typical Day in the Life of a Computer 
Programmer?

Computer programmers write codes that allow applications 
and software programs to run. Just like an employer tells a 
worker what to do, a programmer tells the computer what 
to do.

Basically, programmers write directions in Java, Python, 
C++ or any other language, and the computer then follows 

the detailed instructions. In most cases, a computer 
programmer's work starts when an engineer or a software 
developer delivers design specifications for a particular 
program.

Programming is a detailed job and usually requires fluency 
in several computer languages. Projects can be short, 
needing only a few days of coding, or they can be very long, 
demanding up to a year or more to write. And because 
programmers spend a significant amount of time alone, in 
front of a computer, most of them take advantage of 
telecommuting as a perk.

While the job can be stressful and demanding, computer 
programmers are compensated well for any stress or 
anxiety they might experience.

What do computer programmers do?

As discussed, computer programmers are IT professionals 
who utilize their knowledge and expertise in programming 
languages to write, test and maintain codes that create 
software applications, databases, software programs, and 
networking systems.

Computer programmers play an essential role in the 
function of the global digital economy. Their day-to-day 
duties entail: 

• Using coding languages such as C++, Python, Java, 
and more to write programs

• Refining ideas and solving issues that arise while 
converting programs to code

• Write, test, debug, and maintain code strings for 
software and programs that instruct the computer 
to perform specific tasks like storing or retrieving 
data.

• Editing mistakes in computer code
• Updating existing software and programs
• Creating code libraries for other programmers to 

use when updating their programs
 
The duties of a computer programmer will vary depending 
on several factors. For instance, computer programmers 
typically work closely with software developers. As such, 
they may also have to participate in the program design 
process, developing models and illustrating how the 
program will work. They can also design aspects of the user 
interface and write the code for it.
 

How many hours per day do computer 
programmers work?

Typically, computer programmers spend an average of 40 
hours per week on their jobs, which narrows to eight hours 
per day, between Monday and Friday.

Programmers usually work between 9 am to 5 pm or work 
schedules comparable to typical office culture. However, 
some programmers work additional hours to finish coding, 
troubleshoot errors, meet deadlines and oversee multiple 
projects simultaneously. This might increase the work 
hours to extra 10 hours per week, making them work 
around 50 hours per week. 

In a system breakdown, computer programmers may have 
to work extra time during such extreme situations to ensure 
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operations throughout the company continue to run 
smoothly.

Because programmers spend significant time sitting down 
while writing code, it's crucial to have the right equipment 
to prevent strain or injury. Here are examples of some 
equipment and accessories programmers often invest in:

• Blue light glasses to protect the eye from strain
• Standing desk to balance out sitting time
• Wrist wraps to safeguard against the carpal tunnel 

syndrome
• Wrist rests to support wrists when typing
• Posture supporting (ergonomic) chair to limit back 

and neck pain
 
The work they do and their efforts in their jobs make 
computer programmers highly valued.

Describing the work environment for a computer 
programmer

Computer programmers have varying work environments 
depending on the type of job or employment they pursue. 
Self-employed or remote programmers can work in various 
places, including a home office or a public workspace like a 
library, café or restaurant. In-office programmers typically 
work in an office space in the IT department of a company. 
In the office, they work alongside developers, other 
computer programmers and IT professionals to write code, 
troubleshot system errors for existing programs and create 
updates.

Regardless of their workspace, computer programmers 
work in fast-paced environments that demand them to 
meet coding deadlines and keep communicating with other 
IT specialists. Sometimes, they may also need to switch 
tasks to address software mistakes and correct them 
quickly. Computer programmers spend most of their time 
coding and participating in meetings.

How Much do Computer Programmers Make?

According to the US News, computer programmers make 
an average of $86,500 a year. The best-paid 25% make 
$112,120 and the least paid 25% make $65,760. According to 
recent census data, salary expectations for computer 
programmers are almost three times higher than the 
national average.

The relatively high salary for programmers is 
understandable considering the importance of their work. A 
company's software is key to its management resources, 
revenue and the comfort and productivity of employees.

Many crucial systems and processes depend on 
programmers, which is why the unemployment rate for 
these professionals is a low 1.4%, meaning up to 98.6% of 
computer programmers have job positions.

Still, there are many categories of programmers, and their 
duties and salaries vary significantly. The most common 
types of programmers and their salaries include:

A Systems Programmer earns an average of $89,780 a 
year,
Web Programmers, some of the highest-earning 
developers, make about $128,792 each year
Application Programmers bring in around $89,121 a year, 
and their job involves a combination of computer-hosted 
and web-based applications. 
Game Programmers earn an average of $83,479 yearly 
creating video games for companies.
 

One of the perks of being a computer programmer is easily 
tracking your contributions and what you've learned. So 
when you have to negotiate your expected salary, you have 
a lot of hard data to leverage. 

How do I Become a Computer Programmer?

If you are interested in and want to succeed as a computer 
programmer, you must have the right education. Most 
major jobs in the profession require a bachelor's degree. 
However, you may be able to find some job positions 
accepting a two-year degree or even a certificate. There are 
various online courses, coding boot camps, and 
project-based practice exercises where computer 
programmers can improve their skills at each professional 
level.

"Beyond traditional degrees, certifications are the basic 
currency of the IT professional. Fortunately and 
unfortunately, there are myriad certifications available and 
the value of each depends on where you want to 'spend' 

your currency and who will 'accept' it," Jeff Lyons,  founder 
and president of the National Association of Programmers,  
writes in an email.

Lyons is simply striking something frustrating where some 
employers aren't sure what they require when looking for a 
computer programmer. Hence, they end up demanding 
expensive and time-consuming certifications that may have 
little or no bearing on the job. To avoid this frustration, he 
recommends narrowing down your desired specialization in 
the field. Lyon also advises "soliciting advice from 
individuals in the category and environment you wish to 
work in. They are probably the best suited to tell you which 
credentials you need."

If you decide to go the four-year degree route, remember 
that universities and colleges recognized for their IT 
programs and math are the best. The good news is that you 
don't have to be knowledgeable or equipped with prior skills 
in coding or programming to earn your computer 
programming degree. The bachelor's degree program will 
gradually take you from basic to advanced skills, providing 
you with sufficient knowledge necessary to succeed in your 
career.

Another way to refine your skills while gaining job 
experience is through an internship program that attracts 
prospective employers.
Overall, computer programming is all about learning 
languages like Python, HTML, Java and C++. And just like 
any type of foreign language, it might not be easy to 
master, but it's not impossible to make gradual, major 
strides over time.

Most programmers learn every time they get to work. There 
is a limitless amount of information that computer 
programmers need to know though many of these things 
have been documented before. The best advantage of 

computer programming is that it is a career that is 
continuously and constantly developing. Programmers 
have the opportunity to learn new things, and they often 
share them widely so that others can replicate them.

With a degree in computer programming, some of the 
famous and marketable job titles to focus on, according to 
O-Net Online, include:

• Analyst Programmer
• Computer Programmer Analyst
• Application Programmer Analyst
• Web Applications Programmer
• Internet Programmer
• Web Programmer
• Java Developer

 

Key Takeaways
 
Computer programming is a fascinating industry that is still 
in its infant stages, according to Jeff Lyons. He writes, 
"When I entered the industry, the internet was a DARPA 
[Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] project and 
smartphones were not even a concept. Now, we have 
billionaires because they made it easy to search the 
internet for just about any topic we can imagine. Today, our 
very young children play with devices with more computing 
power than was available to launch all of the Apollo 
missions that landed men on the moon. Even the most 
nontechnical persons can easily utilize these devices to 
access the collective knowledge of mankind."

Therefore, with the right computer programming and 
development knowledge and skills, you can qualify to 
pursue various computer-programming-related positions 
and earn a skyrocketing salary figure. Learn more with 
Sabio.
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The demand for individuals who can build functional code is 
increasing as automation and application play an integral 
role in business. There are numerous positions available for 
a computer programmer illustrating an increasing job 
market that reflects across the entire world.

Still, when deciding on a potential professional and career 
path in the IT industry, it's critical to research various 
options and work expectations.

Computer programmers' work is to code software and 
other applications to fulfill the needs of employers and 
clients. By learning more about what being a computer 
programmer involves and the type of work they do, you can 
make an informed decision about whether to pursue a 
career as a computer programmer. 

This article explores a typical day in the life of a computer 
programmer, job responsibilities, how many hours they 
work, and additional information about how they get paid 
and the work environment.     

What is a Typical Day in the Life of a Computer 
Programmer?

Computer programmers write codes that allow applications 
and software programs to run. Just like an employer tells a 
worker what to do, a programmer tells the computer what 
to do.

Basically, programmers write directions in Java, Python, 
C++ or any other language, and the computer then follows 

the detailed instructions. In most cases, a computer 
programmer's work starts when an engineer or a software 
developer delivers design specifications for a particular 
program.

Programming is a detailed job and usually requires fluency 
in several computer languages. Projects can be short, 
needing only a few days of coding, or they can be very long, 
demanding up to a year or more to write. And because 
programmers spend a significant amount of time alone, in 
front of a computer, most of them take advantage of 
telecommuting as a perk.

While the job can be stressful and demanding, computer 
programmers are compensated well for any stress or 
anxiety they might experience.

What do computer programmers do?

As discussed, computer programmers are IT professionals 
who utilize their knowledge and expertise in programming 
languages to write, test and maintain codes that create 
software applications, databases, software programs, and 
networking systems.

Computer programmers play an essential role in the 
function of the global digital economy. Their day-to-day 
duties entail: 

• Using coding languages such as C++, Python, Java, 
and more to write programs

• Refining ideas and solving issues that arise while 
converting programs to code

• Write, test, debug, and maintain code strings for 
software and programs that instruct the computer 
to perform specific tasks like storing or retrieving 
data.

• Editing mistakes in computer code
• Updating existing software and programs
• Creating code libraries for other programmers to 

use when updating their programs
 
The duties of a computer programmer will vary depending 
on several factors. For instance, computer programmers 
typically work closely with software developers. As such, 
they may also have to participate in the program design 
process, developing models and illustrating how the 
program will work. They can also design aspects of the user 
interface and write the code for it.
 

How many hours per day do computer 
programmers work?

Typically, computer programmers spend an average of 40 
hours per week on their jobs, which narrows to eight hours 
per day, between Monday and Friday.

Programmers usually work between 9 am to 5 pm or work 
schedules comparable to typical office culture. However, 
some programmers work additional hours to finish coding, 
troubleshoot errors, meet deadlines and oversee multiple 
projects simultaneously. This might increase the work 
hours to extra 10 hours per week, making them work 
around 50 hours per week. 

In a system breakdown, computer programmers may have 
to work extra time during such extreme situations to ensure 

operations throughout the company continue to run 
smoothly.

Because programmers spend significant time sitting down 
while writing code, it's crucial to have the right equipment 
to prevent strain or injury. Here are examples of some 
equipment and accessories programmers often invest in:

• Blue light glasses to protect the eye from strain
• Standing desk to balance out sitting time
• Wrist wraps to safeguard against the carpal tunnel 

syndrome
• Wrist rests to support wrists when typing
• Posture supporting (ergonomic) chair to limit back 

and neck pain
 
The work they do and their efforts in their jobs make 
computer programmers highly valued.

Describing the work environment for a computer 
programmer

Computer programmers have varying work environments 
depending on the type of job or employment they pursue. 
Self-employed or remote programmers can work in various 
places, including a home office or a public workspace like a 
library, café or restaurant. In-office programmers typically 
work in an office space in the IT department of a company. 
In the office, they work alongside developers, other 
computer programmers and IT professionals to write code, 
troubleshot system errors for existing programs and create 
updates.

Regardless of their workspace, computer programmers 
work in fast-paced environments that demand them to 
meet coding deadlines and keep communicating with other 
IT specialists. Sometimes, they may also need to switch 
tasks to address software mistakes and correct them 
quickly. Computer programmers spend most of their time 
coding and participating in meetings.

How Much do Computer Programmers Make?

According to the US News, computer programmers make 
an average of $86,500 a year. The best-paid 25% make 
$112,120 and the least paid 25% make $65,760. According to 
recent census data, salary expectations for computer 
programmers are almost three times higher than the 
national average.

The relatively high salary for programmers is 
understandable considering the importance of their work. A 
company's software is key to its management resources, 
revenue and the comfort and productivity of employees.

Many crucial systems and processes depend on 
programmers, which is why the unemployment rate for 
these professionals is a low 1.4%, meaning up to 98.6% of 
computer programmers have job positions.

Still, there are many categories of programmers, and their 
duties and salaries vary significantly. The most common 
types of programmers and their salaries include:

A Systems Programmer earns an average of $89,780 a 
year,
Web Programmers, some of the highest-earning 
developers, make about $128,792 each year
Application Programmers bring in around $89,121 a year, 
and their job involves a combination of computer-hosted 
and web-based applications. 
Game Programmers earn an average of $83,479 yearly 
creating video games for companies.
 

One of the perks of being a computer programmer is easily 
tracking your contributions and what you've learned. So 
when you have to negotiate your expected salary, you have 
a lot of hard data to leverage. 

How do I Become a Computer Programmer?

If you are interested in and want to succeed as a computer 
programmer, you must have the right education. Most 
major jobs in the profession require a bachelor's degree. 
However, you may be able to find some job positions 
accepting a two-year degree or even a certificate. There are 
various online courses, coding boot camps, and 
project-based practice exercises where computer 
programmers can improve their skills at each professional 
level.

"Beyond traditional degrees, certifications are the basic 
currency of the IT professional. Fortunately and 
unfortunately, there are myriad certifications available and 
the value of each depends on where you want to 'spend' 

your currency and who will 'accept' it," Jeff Lyons,  founder 
and president of the National Association of Programmers,  
writes in an email.

Lyons is simply striking something frustrating where some 
employers aren't sure what they require when looking for a 
computer programmer. Hence, they end up demanding 
expensive and time-consuming certifications that may have 
little or no bearing on the job. To avoid this frustration, he 
recommends narrowing down your desired specialization in 
the field. Lyon also advises "soliciting advice from 
individuals in the category and environment you wish to 
work in. They are probably the best suited to tell you which 
credentials you need."

If you decide to go the four-year degree route, remember 
that universities and colleges recognized for their IT 
programs and math are the best. The good news is that you 
don't have to be knowledgeable or equipped with prior skills 
in coding or programming to earn your computer 
programming degree. The bachelor's degree program will 
gradually take you from basic to advanced skills, providing 
you with sufficient knowledge necessary to succeed in your 
career.

Another way to refine your skills while gaining job 
experience is through an internship program that attracts 
prospective employers.
Overall, computer programming is all about learning 
languages like Python, HTML, Java and C++. And just like 
any type of foreign language, it might not be easy to 
master, but it's not impossible to make gradual, major 
strides over time.

Most programmers learn every time they get to work. There 
is a limitless amount of information that computer 
programmers need to know though many of these things 
have been documented before. The best advantage of 

computer programming is that it is a career that is 
continuously and constantly developing. Programmers 
have the opportunity to learn new things, and they often 
share them widely so that others can replicate them.

With a degree in computer programming, some of the 
famous and marketable job titles to focus on, according to 
O-Net Online, include:

• Analyst Programmer
• Computer Programmer Analyst
• Application Programmer Analyst
• Web Applications Programmer
• Internet Programmer
• Web Programmer
• Java Developer

 

Key Takeaways
 
Computer programming is a fascinating industry that is still 
in its infant stages, according to Jeff Lyons. He writes, 
"When I entered the industry, the internet was a DARPA 
[Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] project and 
smartphones were not even a concept. Now, we have 
billionaires because they made it easy to search the 
internet for just about any topic we can imagine. Today, our 
very young children play with devices with more computing 
power than was available to launch all of the Apollo 
missions that landed men on the moon. Even the most 
nontechnical persons can easily utilize these devices to 
access the collective knowledge of mankind."

Therefore, with the right computer programming and 
development knowledge and skills, you can qualify to 
pursue various computer-programming-related positions 
and earn a skyrocketing salary figure. Learn more with 
Sabio.



The demand for individuals who can build functional code is 
increasing as automation and application play an integral 
role in business. There are numerous positions available for 
a computer programmer illustrating an increasing job 
market that reflects across the entire world.

Still, when deciding on a potential professional and career 
path in the IT industry, it's critical to research various 
options and work expectations.

Computer programmers' work is to code software and 
other applications to fulfill the needs of employers and 
clients. By learning more about what being a computer 
programmer involves and the type of work they do, you can 
make an informed decision about whether to pursue a 
career as a computer programmer. 

This article explores a typical day in the life of a computer 
programmer, job responsibilities, how many hours they 
work, and additional information about how they get paid 
and the work environment.     

What is a Typical Day in the Life of a Computer 
Programmer?

Computer programmers write codes that allow applications 
and software programs to run. Just like an employer tells a 
worker what to do, a programmer tells the computer what 
to do.

Basically, programmers write directions in Java, Python, 
C++ or any other language, and the computer then follows 

the detailed instructions. In most cases, a computer 
programmer's work starts when an engineer or a software 
developer delivers design specifications for a particular 
program.

Programming is a detailed job and usually requires fluency 
in several computer languages. Projects can be short, 
needing only a few days of coding, or they can be very long, 
demanding up to a year or more to write. And because 
programmers spend a significant amount of time alone, in 
front of a computer, most of them take advantage of 
telecommuting as a perk.

While the job can be stressful and demanding, computer 
programmers are compensated well for any stress or 
anxiety they might experience.

What do computer programmers do?

As discussed, computer programmers are IT professionals 
who utilize their knowledge and expertise in programming 
languages to write, test and maintain codes that create 
software applications, databases, software programs, and 
networking systems.

Computer programmers play an essential role in the 
function of the global digital economy. Their day-to-day 
duties entail: 

• Using coding languages such as C++, Python, Java, 
and more to write programs

• Refining ideas and solving issues that arise while 
converting programs to code

• Write, test, debug, and maintain code strings for 
software and programs that instruct the computer 
to perform specific tasks like storing or retrieving 
data.

• Editing mistakes in computer code
• Updating existing software and programs
• Creating code libraries for other programmers to 

use when updating their programs
 
The duties of a computer programmer will vary depending 
on several factors. For instance, computer programmers 
typically work closely with software developers. As such, 
they may also have to participate in the program design 
process, developing models and illustrating how the 
program will work. They can also design aspects of the user 
interface and write the code for it.
 

How many hours per day do computer 
programmers work?

Typically, computer programmers spend an average of 40 
hours per week on their jobs, which narrows to eight hours 
per day, between Monday and Friday.

Programmers usually work between 9 am to 5 pm or work 
schedules comparable to typical office culture. However, 
some programmers work additional hours to finish coding, 
troubleshoot errors, meet deadlines and oversee multiple 
projects simultaneously. This might increase the work 
hours to extra 10 hours per week, making them work 
around 50 hours per week. 

In a system breakdown, computer programmers may have 
to work extra time during such extreme situations to ensure 

operations throughout the company continue to run 
smoothly.

Because programmers spend significant time sitting down 
while writing code, it's crucial to have the right equipment 
to prevent strain or injury. Here are examples of some 
equipment and accessories programmers often invest in:

• Blue light glasses to protect the eye from strain
• Standing desk to balance out sitting time
• Wrist wraps to safeguard against the carpal tunnel 

syndrome
• Wrist rests to support wrists when typing
• Posture supporting (ergonomic) chair to limit back 

and neck pain
 
The work they do and their efforts in their jobs make 
computer programmers highly valued.

Describing the work environment for a computer 
programmer

Computer programmers have varying work environments 
depending on the type of job or employment they pursue. 
Self-employed or remote programmers can work in various 
places, including a home office or a public workspace like a 
library, café or restaurant. In-office programmers typically 
work in an office space in the IT department of a company. 
In the office, they work alongside developers, other 
computer programmers and IT professionals to write code, 
troubleshot system errors for existing programs and create 
updates.

Regardless of their workspace, computer programmers 
work in fast-paced environments that demand them to 
meet coding deadlines and keep communicating with other 
IT specialists. Sometimes, they may also need to switch 
tasks to address software mistakes and correct them 
quickly. Computer programmers spend most of their time 
coding and participating in meetings.

How Much do Computer Programmers Make?

According to the US News, computer programmers make 
an average of $86,500 a year. The best-paid 25% make 
$112,120 and the least paid 25% make $65,760. According to 
recent census data, salary expectations for computer 
programmers are almost three times higher than the 
national average.

The relatively high salary for programmers is 
understandable considering the importance of their work. A 
company's software is key to its management resources, 
revenue and the comfort and productivity of employees.

Many crucial systems and processes depend on 
programmers, which is why the unemployment rate for 
these professionals is a low 1.4%, meaning up to 98.6% of 
computer programmers have job positions.

Still, there are many categories of programmers, and their 
duties and salaries vary significantly. The most common 
types of programmers and their salaries include:

A Systems Programmer earns an average of $89,780 a 
year,
Web Programmers, some of the highest-earning 
developers, make about $128,792 each year
Application Programmers bring in around $89,121 a year, 
and their job involves a combination of computer-hosted 
and web-based applications. 
Game Programmers earn an average of $83,479 yearly 
creating video games for companies.
 

One of the perks of being a computer programmer is easily 
tracking your contributions and what you've learned. So 
when you have to negotiate your expected salary, you have 
a lot of hard data to leverage. 

How do I Become a Computer Programmer?

If you are interested in and want to succeed as a computer 
programmer, you must have the right education. Most 
major jobs in the profession require a bachelor's degree. 
However, you may be able to find some job positions 
accepting a two-year degree or even a certificate. There are 
various online courses, coding boot camps, and 
project-based practice exercises where computer 
programmers can improve their skills at each professional 
level.

"Beyond traditional degrees, certifications are the basic 
currency of the IT professional. Fortunately and 
unfortunately, there are myriad certifications available and 
the value of each depends on where you want to 'spend' 

your currency and who will 'accept' it," Jeff Lyons,  founder 
and president of the National Association of Programmers,  
writes in an email.

Lyons is simply striking something frustrating where some 
employers aren't sure what they require when looking for a 
computer programmer. Hence, they end up demanding 
expensive and time-consuming certifications that may have 
little or no bearing on the job. To avoid this frustration, he 
recommends narrowing down your desired specialization in 
the field. Lyon also advises "soliciting advice from 
individuals in the category and environment you wish to 
work in. They are probably the best suited to tell you which 
credentials you need."

If you decide to go the four-year degree route, remember 
that universities and colleges recognized for their IT 
programs and math are the best. The good news is that you 
don't have to be knowledgeable or equipped with prior skills 
in coding or programming to earn your computer 
programming degree. The bachelor's degree program will 
gradually take you from basic to advanced skills, providing 
you with sufficient knowledge necessary to succeed in your 
career.

Another way to refine your skills while gaining job 
experience is through an internship program that attracts 
prospective employers.
Overall, computer programming is all about learning 
languages like Python, HTML, Java and C++. And just like 
any type of foreign language, it might not be easy to 
master, but it's not impossible to make gradual, major 
strides over time.

Most programmers learn every time they get to work. There 
is a limitless amount of information that computer 
programmers need to know though many of these things 
have been documented before. The best advantage of 

computer programming is that it is a career that is 
continuously and constantly developing. Programmers 
have the opportunity to learn new things, and they often 
share them widely so that others can replicate them.

With a degree in computer programming, some of the 
famous and marketable job titles to focus on, according to 
O-Net Online, include:

• Analyst Programmer
• Computer Programmer Analyst
• Application Programmer Analyst
• Web Applications Programmer
• Internet Programmer
• Web Programmer
• Java Developer

 

Key Takeaways
 
Computer programming is a fascinating industry that is still 
in its infant stages, according to Jeff Lyons. He writes, 
"When I entered the industry, the internet was a DARPA 
[Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] project and 
smartphones were not even a concept. Now, we have 
billionaires because they made it easy to search the 
internet for just about any topic we can imagine. Today, our 
very young children play with devices with more computing 
power than was available to launch all of the Apollo 
missions that landed men on the moon. Even the most 
nontechnical persons can easily utilize these devices to 
access the collective knowledge of mankind."

Therefore, with the right computer programming and 
development knowledge and skills, you can qualify to 
pursue various computer-programming-related positions 
and earn a skyrocketing salary figure. Learn more with 
Sabio.



It is expected that in the next 5 years there will be globally 
an addition of 150 million technology-related jobs, meaning 
those in tech need to  constantly learn the latest 
technological skills to secure top jobs and sustain 
themselves in the industry. Keeping up with the most 
in-demand tech skills is the best way to future-proof your 
career. It will help you adapt to the constantly changing 
workplace and ensure you have the most up-to-date skills.

In 2020, almost a million job positions went vacant, 
indicating a significant technological skill gap in the U.S. If 
you’re looking to advance your tech career in 2022, look no 
further than the latest IT trends. Not only will you learn of 
new and better opportunities, you’ll also know which tech 
skills are most in-demand and come with a potential 
compensation of over $150,000.

Here are some high-paying tech skills one should consider:

Cloud computing

Cloud computing jobs are on the rise because more and 
more companies are switching from server infrastructures 
to cloud solutions. Many AI and machine learning services 
are also provided by cloud platforms. The most in-demand 
and highest paying skills in this group are Microsoft Azure, 
Docker DevOps, and Kubernetes for cybersecurity.

Cybersecurity

Nowadays, data loss risks are very unexpected and savage: 
hackers, data theft, swarms and viruses. That’s why there’s 
a high demand in this area. Most in-demand skills are 

Cybersecurity information, Security network, Security and 
Vulnerability assessment.

Video production

Video continues to be top-of-mind for companies because 
the consumers have an appetite for video content. So, it 
makes sense that video production continues to be a 
priority for companies. Video will account for 82% of Global 
internet traffic in 2022 up from 75% in 2018.

User experience

UX happens to get even more important than it already is. 
With so much commerce and business conducted via online 
platforms, those who can design and refine a good UX are a 
hot commodity for many companies.

Digital literacy

Professionals who aren’t in charge of software 
development directly still need to embrace programming 
and overall digital literacy, have hands-on data analysis and 
statistics within their area of responsibility, and stretch 
towards computational and algorithmic thinking.

Critical thinking

Critical thinking represents another set of in-demand skills 
essential for the future workforce. Skills related to this 
group include the ability to understand the structured 
problem, search relevant information, logical reasoning, 
and master agile thinking.

Top Tech Skills to Learn for 2023



Freelance coders and programmers are self-employed, 
meaning they pay their own taxes, choose their own clients, 
set their own hours and manage their own workspace. As a 
freelance programmer, you can write code for websites, 
software, mobile apps and any other type of computing 
application.

While self-employment has both benefits and challenges, if 
you enjoy working autonomously and don't mind handling 
pertinent business duties as needed, you may enjoy being a 
self-employed programmer. Use your analytical skills to 
research how to operate as a sole proprietor or 
independent contractor to prepare a plan for success.  

Most programmers generally work alone and can write 
code from anywhere, so transitioning to working from 
home or as an on-site contractor likely isn't a difficult 
transition. However, you do need to consistently secure 
work to succeed as a self-employed programmer. 

Below is a list of how to be self employed as a programmer. 

1.) Create online profiles at freelance job sites such as 
Elance.com, oDesk.com and Guru.com. Highlight your 
experience, list all programming languages you are 
proficient in, and make note of any certifications or 
specialization you may have. Search for and bid on projects 
that suit your background and meet your standards. 

2.) Search employment websites including Monster.com 
and ComputerWork.com, filtering your results to only 
include contract positions. Narrow results down further by 
searching for telecommuting positions. Craiglist.org may 
also be worthwhile checking out.

3.) Contact niche employment agencies that cater to 
computer-related professionals, and let them know that 
you're a self-employed programmer. Robert Half 
Technology is one such agency that places IT specialists in 
temporary, permanent and contract positions for which 
they are qualified.

4.) Attend networking events to socially and professionally 
connect with others in how they make money. 

5.) Hone your skills and seek ways to continue your 
education. 

6.) Consider learning new programming languages, 
depending on the current demand. Active professional 
development may make you a more attractive candidate 
and increase your value as a programmer. 

7.) Join a professional organization.  

8.) Market analysis, online courses and books, as well as 
discounts on certification guides and conference 
registration fees. 

9.) Ask other self-employed programmers and related 
professionals

Tips for Self
Employment
in Tech



Top Positions in Tech and Salary
If you want to join the tech community after attending any 
of the best coding bootcamps, there are many lucrative job 
opportunities available. While a coding bootcamp salary 
relies on various factors, in most tech jobs, you can earn a 
high median income. Plus, your average salary increase will 
skyrocket as you gain more experience and technical and 
soft skills. 

You can secure various jobs with coding bootcamp 
education. These professions include data science, data 
analytics, junior development, web development, and web 
design. There are tons more jobs available for coding 
bootcamp grads. 

Here are the top tech careers for coding bootcamp grads 
and what the coding bootcamp salary for these careers 
looks like.

• Web Developer
• Web Designer
• Software Developer
• Software Engineer
• Product Manager

Web Developer
Salary : $109,144

The primary duties of a web developer include developing 
functional websites for businesses. You’ll have to write, test, 

and debug code while ensuring websites are updated and 
fulfill the company’s requirements. Aspiring web developers 
also attend immersive coding bootcamps so they can 
troubleshoot website problems.

Web Designer
Salary : $93,194

While beginner coders in web development focus on 
technical website components, web designers work on 
creative elements. Any job listing for this career will tell you 
that web developers design the visual and interactive 
components of websites. You’ll have to ensure these 
components engage web visitors and keep them on a page 
for longer.

Immersive bootcamps teach future web designers HTML, 
CSS, C++ and Java. 

Software Developer
Salary : $110,448

This is one of the most popular jobs for coding bootcamp 
grads. Besides the fact that a software developer’s salary is 
high, this career is also overflowing with career 
opportunities. Full-time positions in this career require 
professionals to design, develop, build, and test software 
applications. Software developers must also update 
applications and ensure code is error-free.There are many 

self-taught coders in software development. These 
determined professionals study programming languages, 
data structures, problem-solving, code testing, and math.

Software Engineer
Salary : $118,392

The demand for tech professionals in software engineering 
is like the coding bootcamp salary these engineers earn: 
high. You’ll have to write new software applications and 
systems, update old systems and evaluate computer 
hardware. This tech career is ideal for patient professionals 
who want to know the inner workings of operating systems.

Technical skills like coding, software testing and debugging, 
logical thinking, and problem-solving are important to help 
you get a job after coding bootcamp. 

Product Manager
Salary : $113,777

orking in product management can mean a high salary but 
it also means a lot of work. If you read any job description 
for product management, you’ll know what we mean. 
Professionals have to manage products through every 
stage of their lifecycle and ensure the end result meets the 
needs of users and their company.

To become a product manager, you should have 
problem-solving, communication, leadership, interpersonal, 
teamwork, and time management skills. 
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